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l.Introduction. The rediscovery that the Sun and .the Solar wind can
(I,2,3}
undergo important changes on historical time scales has brought
into question the stability of the cyclic behaviour of past time series
an
of Sol_r 5,6_k_ J Solar-terrestrial origin. In preceding papers we have
found by Vector Fourier as_lysis that the solar eleven year
cycle is present in the series of Be, _180, in ice cores and of TL
(thermoluminescence) in sea sediments during the last Millennia with a
frequency modulation, that we could relate to the Sun (_haviour, as
tested by comparison with the Sunspot number R series , in recent
Z
times. In a companion paper of this Conference (SH 7.1-1) we have
shown that the cyclogram of the series of yearly Aurorae from 1721 to
1979 linear-regression-corrected-for-R is straight for the periodicity
z
•r=ll,ly, indicating that such periodicity is constant in time corres-
ponding to the only line present in the fly band. The maxima of _his
component appear at the same time together with the high speed solar
wind streams taking place in coronal holes situated at high heliolatitu-
des. This connection with a regular solar rithm induced us to search
for the possibility that this frequency would be dominant also in the
long running (2300 years) scanty record of historical Aurorae recorded
at mid and low latitudes in European and oriental countries.
(8,9)
2.Historical Aurorae. The record of Aurorae from 686BC to 1731AD
is here analysed: unfortunately the Sunspot record is not available
before 1700 so we cannot undertake the aforementioned procedure adopted
° for the yearly Aurorae. However similarities can be tested on the total
series: the power spectral density (p.s.d.) of the Hystorical Aurorae
has been computed for two subseries one from 687 BC to i000 AD and the
other from I000 AD to 1731 AD; and compared to the p.s.d, of the
Aurorae from 1721 to 1979 (see Figure i). We may notice that all three
p.s.d, show in the lly band two peaks respectively around il,ly and
lO.Oy: before i000 AD at lO.8y and 9.5y whereas after i000 AD at ll.4y
and lO.Sy, the recent p.s.d, at ll.ly and lO.Oy. The phase cyclogram
(see Figure 2) at _ =lly and T=IO0, infact shows frequency oscillations
of duration of about 2 centuries around two main frequencies one of a
little less than lly (right bending) before i000 AD and the other a
little greater than lly (left bending) after i000 AD. The values of the
periodicities (ll.ly and 9.9y) in the recent Aurorae record could
represent a transition similar to the one observable in Figure 2 around
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the XI century ( 1016 AD) and perhaps to another one which could have
occurred around the beginning of the Christian era.
3.Comparison of Solar-terrestrial records. The frequency modulation of
the eleven year cycle on a 2 century time scale could be associated
with the presence in the series of oscillations of the same period.
Therefore we have performed the phase cyclogram of the historical
Aurorae (Au) series at _ =200y together with those of three other
series of data in which the Solar-Terrestrial relationships could be
• (I0) 14 . (11)
involved: D/H in a South Pole zce cor_12) , C in tree rlngs ,
Thermoluminescence (TL) in a sea sediment , from 500 A.D. up to the
present time. They are shown in Figure 3. All of these cyclograms are
fairly stretched, indicating that this recurrency is present during
this interval in all the four series. However the phases of the four
14
cyclograms are different. The phase shift between Au and C is about
180 °. This can be interpreted as a consequence of the known fact that
increasing Solar activity corresponds to decreasing C.R. intensity and
14
therefore cosmogenic C production.
The cyclograms of Au and TL are approximately in phase, this favours
the hypotesis that the TL signal is in direct correlation with the
Solar activity.
The cyclograms of Au and D/H are out of phase of about 90 °. This
corresponds to the fact that the global temperature index D/H has its
maximum during the ascending phase of the 200y cycle of the Aurorae.
These considerations however are not sufficient to assess that the
origin of the 200y cycles is definitely of solar and not of terrestrial
origin, in particular because the series which shows the strongest
amplitude of 200y wave and its constancy in phase is indeed the series
of D/H. 14
Moreover the phase-cyclogram for C over the entire la Jolla series
for 8400y (see Figure 4) shows that a regular bisecular wave is not
always present: trains appear from time to time, the last one starting
at about the third century B.C. For comparison the cyclogram at _=178y
is shown in the same . _±j)Figure The long per'pd_cities "Suess wiggles" .
have been extensively discussed by Sonett and the presence of
14
coTT_ long periodicities in C and TL were previously pointed out by
us .
4.Conclusions. This analysis shows that a cyclicity of about 200y is
(14 Cpresent in terrestrial natural phenomena in tree rings, TL series
in marine sediment, D/H global temperature index and Aurorae), which
could have a common control processbased on Solar-Terrestrial relation-
ships.
If one assumes that the Aurorae record can be used as proxy data of
Solar activity then:
14
a) its anticorrelation with C can be interpreted as a consequence of
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the well known fact that increasing Solar activity corresponds t;o
decreasing C.R. intensity;
b) its direct correlation with TL favours the hypothesis that Solar
activity is responsible for this effect;
c) the global temperature index D/H bas its maximum during the ascen-
ding phase of the Solar activity.
The analysis of the eleven years cyclicity of the Solar activity
through the structure of the Aurorae records seems to suggest that in
modern time we are having a transition similar to the one observable in
the XI century AD. Moreover there _s strong evidence that the eleven
year cycle has undergone frequency oscillations on a time scale of two
centuries, although it is very difficult to determine the periodicities
with high accuracy.
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